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Abstract 
In this paper, the updating formulas used by three look-ahead methods for solving Hankel systems are generalized to 
the square block case. Each of the original methods was described in the literature using the terminology of different but 
strongly related fields: formal orthogonal polynomials, Pad6 approximants, structured matrices. This paper gives several 
of these connections generalized to the block case and shows that each viewpoint has its own merits. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we give connections between the updating formulas used by three look-ahead meth- 
ods to solve block Hankel systems where the blocks are p × p. The three cases are generalizations 
of  the formulas used for p =-1 (scalar case) by Freund and Zha in their look-ahead Trench algo- 
rithm [16], by Cabay and Meleshko in their look-ahead algorithm for Pad6 approximants [8], and by 
Bojanczyk and Heinig in their multi-step algorithm, which is a look-ahead Schur algorithm [1]. Us- 
ing these connections, it will become clear that look-ahead algorithms to solve block Hankel systems 
can be implemented in a lot of  ways. Each of  the three papers mentioned above uses its own termi- 
nology. This paper shows several connections between these different viewpoints, giving the reader 
more insight into the look-ahead recurrences and allowing him to construct his own (hopefully) 
weakly stable algorithms using the basic building blocks explained here. 
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The paper of Freund and Zha uses the notion of formal orthogonality. Define a formal inner 
product for matrix polynomials as a matrix-valued bilinear form (., . ) :~[z]  × ~[z ] -+C p×p with 
~[z] := C[z] p×p. In this paper, only those formal inner products are considered having a moment 
matrix with respect o the classical basis Ipz i, i -- 0, 1,2,..., which is block Hankel, i.e., (Ipz i, IpzJ) = 
hi+j E C p×p (Section 2). In the strongly regular case, i.e., when all leading principal block subma- 
I-/,, "lJ =0, 1, ' ' ' 'v-  1 trices Hv, v:= t,ti+jli=O,1,...,v_l are nonsingular, there exists a unique system of biorthogonal monic 
matrix polynomials {Bi(z),Ai(z)}i=o,~ .... of degree i satisfying (B~(z),A/(z))= 6~jDi~ with Di, nonsin- 
gular. To compute this system of orthogonal matrix polynomials, a block modified two-sided Gram- 
Schmidt method can be used as for a general strongly regular moment matrix M :-- [llpg, Ipz/)]{-~'~,;i I 
(Section 3). In Section 11, we give a more efficient method using the block Hankel structure of the 
moment matrix. Written in terms of the stacking vectors of the formal orthogonal matrix polynomials 
(FOMPs), the system of orthogonal matrix polynomials gives an inverse block LDU factorization 
of the block Hankel matrix where the blocks of the block diagonal D are (p × p). If the moment 
matrix is not strongly regular, we define in Section 4 a system of block orthogonal polynomial 
matrices with respect o so-called block indices v~, i = 1,2,.. . .  These block indices indicate (a sub- 
set of) the indices of the nonsingular leading principal block submatrices of the moment matrix. 
It can be a subset in the strict sense to enhance the numerical stability of the updating method of 
Section 10. Now, the FOMPs are divided in blocks of ~i :=v~-  vi-i (Vo :=0)  matrix polynomials. 
The first FOMP of a block is called the true FOMP. The other FOMPs of the block, if they exist, 
are called inner. In this case, we also derive an inverse block LDU factorization of the block Hankel 
matrix but the diagonal blocks of D have bigger size, more precisely, the ith block has dimension 
~p.  In a similar way, the system of block orthogonal polynomial matrices can be computed by 
a block modified two-sided Gram-Schmidt method with respect o the block indices vi. We refer the 
interested reader to [39, 5]. In Section 5, we show how to compute the true or first FOMP A~(z) of 
block n. The paper of Cabay and Meleshko uses the notion of Pa@ approximation to derive their 
recurrence formula. By connecting formal orthogonality to a homogeneous interpolation problem in 
Section 6, which can be viewed as a Pa@ approximation problem (Section 7), Section 8 gives an 
efficient method to compute the inner FOMPs of block n based on an auxiliary polynomial matrix 
Xn(Z) and the true FOMP A~n(Z). Because these two matrix polynomials Xn(z) and A~(z) represent in 
a compact way all solutions of a right homogeneous interpolation problem as described in Section 9, 
they can be updated in a very effÉcient way into Xn,(Z) and An,(z) as long as the difference between 
the block indices Vn, and Vn is small. Under this condition, the updating procedure requires O(Vn 2) 
FLOPS to compute X~(z) and A~(z). This updating procedure is used by Cabay and Meleshko and 
involves the solution of a block Sylvester syStem. Section 12 shows that Xn(z) and A~(z) form part 
of the parameters of an inversion formula for the block Hankel matrix H~,,Vn. Once, all inversion 
parameters are computed, the inversion formula can be applied in a very efficient way on a given 
right-hand side. This leads to an O(Vn 2) FLOPS algorithm to solve a block Hankel system of lin- 
ear equations compared to the classical methods like, e.g., Gauss elimination with partial pivoting 
which destroys the Hankel structure and requires O(v 3) FLOPS. An alternative is to use the updating 
formula of Section 13. 
At this point, we have only looked at the efficiency of the computations. We have only mentioned 
that the block indices are chosen in such a way that the corresponding leading principal block 
submatrices are well-conditioned. This determines the look-ahead strategy. For details concerning the 
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look-ahead strategy, we refer the reader to the literature. For scalar Hankel matrices, several of 
these look-ahead algorithms have been designed [8, 16, 1]. Also for Toeplitz matrices, i.e. matri- 
ces having the same entries on each antidiagonal, such look-ahead schemes have been constructed 
[10, 9, 15, 14, 17, 40, 29, 38]. Even superfast, i.e. requiring O(vlog 2 v) operations, look-ahead algo- 
rithms were developed [25-27, 23]. An error analysis was done in [6, 7] for generalized Sylvester 
matrices, for Hankel matrices in [8] and for block Toeplitz systems in [47]. This last reference also 
compares three possible look-ahead schemes with numerical examples. 
In Section 14, the recurrence relations, involving not only the auxiliary and the first FOMP but 
also the inner FOMPs, are derived for a look-ahead Trench algorithm very similar to the scalar 
version of Freund and Zha [16]. Section 15 gives the easy generalization of the scalar recurrences 
of a look-ahead Schur-type algorithm of Bojanczyk and Heinig [1] where also the inner FOMPs are 
explicitly involved. In Section 16, we show that by solving the block Sylvester system in a specific 
way, the inner FOMPs appear explicitly. 
Besides using a "look-ahead" strategy, only recently a totally different approach was taken to over- 
come the possible instabilities of the "classical" algorithms. The Gaussian elimination method uses 
(partial or complete) pivoting to enhance numerical stability. Unfortunately, pivoting destroys the 
structure of a Hankel or Toeplitz matrix. However, other classes of structured matrices maintain their 
structure after pivoting and thus fast as well as numerically stable methods can be designed. In [31], 
Heinig proposed for the first time to transform structured matrices from one class into another and 
to use pivoting strategies to enhance the numerical stability. It is shown how Toeplitz matrices can 
be transformed into Cauchy-like matrices by the discrete Fourier transformation, which is a fast and 
stable procedure (see [46]). For Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices this was done in [32]. Real trigono- 
metric transformations were studied in [22, 34, 35]. A matrix M----[mkt] is called Cauchy-like if, 
for certain numbers Yk and zl, the rank of the matrix [(yk--zt)mkl] is small compared to the order 
of M. Pivoting does not destroy the Cauchy-like structure. For Cauchy-like systems everal fast 
algorithms exist [37, 20-22, 42]. Instead of transforming into a Cauchy-like matrix, [34] explains 
how to transform a Toeplitz matrix into paired Vandermonde or paired Chebyshev-Vandermonde 
matrices and how to solve the corresponding systems of linear equations. In [33] a Toeplitz system 
is also transformed into a paired Vandermonde system, which is solved as a tangential Lagrange in- 
terpolation problem. In [43], a Hankel system is transformed into a Loewner system. The parameters 
of an inversion formula for this Loewner matrix are computed by solving two rational interpola- 
tion problems on the unit circle. Recently, Gu [24] has designed a fast algorithm for structured 
matrices that incorporates an approximate complete pivoting strategy. For an overview of different 
transformation techniques and algorithms we refer the reader to [34-36, 18] and the references cited 
therein. 
Very recently, Chandrasekaran d Sayed [11] derived an algorithm that is provably both fast and 
backward stable for solving linear systems of equations involving nonsymmetric structured coeffi- 
cient matrices (e.g., Toeplitz, quasi-Toeplitz, Toeplitz-like). The algorithm is based on a modified 
fast QR factorization of the coefficient matrix. To develop this algorithm, the theory of low dis- 
placement structure is used [42]. In [30], Hansen and Yalamov perturb the original Toeplitz matrix 
when ill-conditioned leading principal submatrices are encountered. Hence, also the solution of the 
corresponding linear system is perturbed. Its accuracy is improved by applying a small number of 
iterative refinement steps; see also [48]. 
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2. Formal inner product of two matrix polynomials 
We denote the set of (p x p)  matrix polynomials as ~[z] := C[z] p×p. 
Definition 2.1 (Formal inner product). We define a formal inner product of two matrix polynomials 
as a bilinear form (., .) :~[z] × ~[z] ---+ C p×p, i.e., 
(P, (z)A1 + Pz(z)A2, Q(z)) = AT (P~ (z), Q(z)) + AT (P2(z), Q(z)), 
(P(z), QI(Z)A~ + Q2(z)A2) = (P(z), QI(Z))A, + (P(z), Q2(z))A2 
for each Pl(z),Pz(z) E 3~[z] and for each A1,A2 E C p×p. 
The (i,j)th block element of the moment matrix M is defined as 
Mi, j := (Ipzi,Ipzg). 
In the sequel, we consider the formal inner product whose moment matrix is block Hankel, i.e., 
I-/, "lJ =0,1,2 .... CPXP. H := M = t,,i+jJi=o, 1 2 ..... hi+j- E 
Hence, the inner product of the two monomials Ipz ~ and lpzJ only depends on the sum of the degrees 
i and j, 
(Ipzi,Ipz j) =hi+j. 
So, we can also write the inner product as a matrix-valued linear functional 
(P(z ), Q(z ) ) = #( P(z ) ) T . Q(z ) ) 
with la(Ipzi)=hi, i=0 ,+1,+2, . . .  
3. Formal (bi)orthogonality 
Definition 3.1 (Formal orthogonality). The matrix polynomial Q(z) is right orthogonal to the 
matrix polynomial P(z) or P(z) is left orthogonal to Q(z) iff (P(z), Q(z)) = O. 
u i The stacking vector Q of a polynomial matrix Q(z)= E i=0 Qiz is the block vector of the coeffi- 
cients of the polynomial matrix, i.e., 
Q:=[Q~,QT,... T ,Q~,0,...] T, 
where the number of additional zero coefficients hould be clear from the context. Using the stacking 
vectors P and Q of P(z) and Q(z), we can express formal orthogonality as 
<P(z), Q(z)) = o 4:> pTHQ -:-- O. 
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n~ • I-/, 1 j=0,  l, '- ' ,n- 1 If we denote part of the block Hankel matrix H as m,n .= t"i+jJ~=0,~,...,m-1, the polynomial matrix 
Q(z) of degree 0~ is right orthogonal to all matrix polynomials of degree <fl iff 
H~,~+IQ = 0. 
Note that in general H •H T. Hence, left and right formal orthogonal matrix polynomials (FOMPs) 
are not directly connected. However, in the scalar case, i.e., p---1, H =H T and we do not have 
to make the distinction between left and right orthogonality. In [13, 2, 12, 4], more details can be 
found about formal orthogonal polynomials with respect o a fixed linear functional. 
Definition 3.2 (Biorthooonality). {Bi(z),Ai(z)}i=o,1,... is a system of biorthooonal matrix polynomi- 
als with respect o the formal inner product (.,-) iff 
• degBi(z)= i and the highest degree coefficient (hdc) of Bi(z) is lp (monic). 
• degAi(z)= i and hdc of Ai(z) is Ip. 
• (Bi(z),Aj(z))= (~ijOii with Dii nonsingular. 
This system of biorthogonal matrix polynomials can be computed using, e.g., the two-sided mod- 
ified Gram-Schmidt algorithm. 
B0 =A0 =Ip 
for k=0,  1,2,... 
Dk, k = (Bk,Ak) 
k 
Ak+l = -- AiD S <Bi, zA > 
i=0 
k 
8 +1 = - T <ZBk,A i>T 
i=0 
endfor 
If we take the stacking vectors of the matrix polynomials Ai(z) as block columns of the matrix 
A := [Ao, A1,...], we get that A is (block) unit upper triangular. With a similar definition for B and 
D := diag(Dii), the biorthogonality leads to an inverse block LDU factorization of the block Hankel 
matrix 
BTHA = D. 
Note that this factorization can only exist if all leading principal block submatrices Hi, i are non- 
singular. We will drop this condition in the next section. 
4. Formal block biorthogonality 
Suppose now that not all leading principal block submatrices HI ,1 ,H2 ,2 , . . .  are nonsingular. Denote 
the indices of the successive ones by Vl, v2 .... (v0 := 0). They are called the block indices. It turns out 
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that in this case we have to put several FOMPs into blocks. The jth block consists of cxj+ 1:~-- Yj+I - -  Yj 
matrix polynomials 
~(z )  :---- [Avj(z),Avj+l(z) . . . . .  Avj+,_l(Z)], j = 0, 1,2,... ,N. 
If there is an infinite number of nonsingular leading principal submatrices, N = +c~. Otherwise, N is 
finite and VN+I = ~N+I = +C~. The kth FOMP of the jth block is denoted as 
A~(z):=Avj+k_l(Z), k= 1,2...,~j+1. 
Definition 4.1 (Block biorthogonality). {Bi(z),Ai(z)}i=o,1 .... is a system o f  block biorthogonal ma- 
trix polynomials with respect o the formal inner product (., .) and the block indices vi, i = 0, 1,2,... 
iff 
• degBi (z )= i and hdc of Bi(z) is Ip. 
• degAi (z )= i and hdc of Ai(z) is I~. 
k l /= 1,2,"', c~J+l 
• (Bi(z) ,Aj(z))  "= [(B i (Z),Aj(Z)}]k=I,2,...,~,+, = •ijDij 
with D~i a nonsingular P~i+~ × P~+I matrix. 
As for the strongly regular case, a block two-sided modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm could be 
used to compute the system of block biorthogonal polynomials but we will not go into the details 
here. We refer the interested reader to [5]. Using the matrices A and B whose block columns are 
the stacking vectors of the right and left biorthogonal matrix polynomials, respectively, we get the 
following block inverse LDU factorization for the matrix H: 
BTHA = D, ( 1 ) 
where the size of the diagonal blocks of D is as small as possible. Note that A and B are again 
unit upper triangular. In the next sections, we show how to compute the right (bi)orthogonal matrix 
polynomials in a more efficient way. Note that the previous definition also applies when the block 
indices are connected to well-conditioned leading principal block submatrices determined by one of 
the possible look-ahead strategies. 
5. Computation of the first monic right FOMP 
The first formal orthogonal matrix polynomial of block nA~(z):=Av.(z), also called the true 
FOMP, has degree v,, is monic and is right orthogonal to all previous blocks of left orthogonal 
polynomials. Hence, A~(z) is right orthogonal to all previous left orthogonal polynomials or 
(Bi(z),A~(z)) = O, i :- O, 1, . . . ,  v, - 1 
or  
(Ipzi,A~(z))=O, i=0 ,1 , . . . , v , -1 .  
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Using the stacking vector 
E , 
Llpj 
we get the following equivalent set of homogeneous linear equations: 
mvn,v.+l~4ln=O or It~°,vA~=-H'~+~ 
with H~.+l the last block column of Hv.,~o+l. Because the block index v. indicates the nonsingular 
leading principal block submatrix Hv.,~., the first monic right FOMP Al(z) is uniquely defined. 
A more efficient way to compute Al(z) will be given in Section 10. 
6. A homogeneous interpolation problem 
We can express formal orthogonality as a homogeneous interpolation problem in the following 
+oo way. We define the symbol H(z) of the moment matrix H as H(z) := ~k=0 tk z-k-~. A matrix poly- 
nomial Q(z) of degree ~ is right orthogonal to all matrix polynomials of degree < fl iff H~,~+I Q = 0 
iff Q(z) satisfies the following homogeneous interpolation problem H(z)Q(z) --- O_(z -a-1 ) + O+(z °) 
where O_(z ~) represents a series of the form O_(z 7) :=c~zr +C~_lZ~-I + -.. and O+(z ~) represents 
a series of the form O+(z ~) := c~z ~ + c~+lz ~+1 +- . . .  For the first monic right FOMP in block n, this 
leads to the following interpolation conditions: 
H(z)Aln(Z) = O_(z -v.-I ) + O+(z °) = Ra (z ) + R+(z) (2) 
with 
F- Z -vn-1  R~(z) := ~,-1 + r~,,-2 z-v"-2 +'" ", 
lR+(z):=G,0z+ o G,1 z+ , + . . .+r+ _lZV°-l. 
The series Ra(z ) and R+a(Z) are called the ( - )  and (+)  residual series of A~(z), respectively. Because 
the highest degree coefficient of Aln(Z) is Ip, we get 
H(z) - R+(z)(AI.(z) ) -1 = O_(z -2v"-1 )
or R+(z)(A~(z)) -l is a minimal partial realization (see [41]) of H(z) of McMillan degree pvn. We 
will show now that the couple of matrix polynomials [R+(z),Aa,(z)] is a matrix Pad6 form at z = c~ 
while v°-i + -1 v, 1 -1 [z Ra(z ),z A,(z )] is one at z=0.  This is the terminology in which the look-ahead 
method of Cabay and Meleshko [8] is designed. 
7. Matrix Pad6 forms 
Matrix Pad6 forms at z=0 are defined as follows (see, e.g., [44]). 
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Definition 7.1. Let F(z), G(z) be two formal matrix power series at z - -0  with G(0) nonsingular. 
Let #, v he nonnegative integers. Then, we say that the couple of matrix polynomials [B(z),A(z)] is 
a right matrix PadO form of type (#, v) (RkdPF(#, v)) for the pair (F(z), G(z)) if 
• degB(z)~<#; degA(z)<~v; 
• F(z)A(z) + G(z)B(z) = O+(z ~+~+1 ); 
• the columns of A(z) are linearly independent over the field C. 
For formal matrix power series at z =-cx~ we have the following definition• 
Definition 7.2. Let F'(z), G'(z) be two formal matrix power series at z = c~ with G'(oe) nonsingular. 
Let #, v be nonnegative integers• Then, we say that the couple of matrix polynomials [B'(z),At(z)] 
is a right matrix PadO form of type (#, v) (RMPF(#, v)) for the pair (F'(z), G'(z)) if 
• degB'(z)~<#; degA'(z)<<.v; 
• z-~Ft(z)A'(z) +z-~Gt(z)B'(z) = O_(z-~ -v-1 ); 
• the columns of At(z) are linearly independent over the field C. 
We have the following equivalence between RMPFs at z = 0 and at z--oo. 
Theorem 7.3. The couple of matrix polynomials [B(z),A(z)] is a RMPF of type (#, v) for the pair 
(F(z), G(z)) at z = 0 iff [z"B(z -1 ),zVA(z -1 )] is a RMPF of type (#, v) for the pair (z-VF(z -1 ),z -~ 
G(z-1)) at z=c~. 
Proof. Trivial• [] 
Let 
S#,v "~ 
f0 
fl f0 
: 
f.+v-, 
go 
91 
fo 
fu g#+v 
~o 
gu+v-I 
go 
9~ 
denote the Sylvester matrix for F(z) := ~i~o fi zi and G(z) := ~_,i~=o giz i. Then, the second condition 
of Definition 7.1 can be written as 
(3) 
In [44], Labahn and Cabay prove the following existence and uniqueness theorem• 
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Theorem 7.4. There always exists a RMPF(#,v) for the pair of formal matrix power series 
(F(z),G(z)) at z :0 .  When G(O) is invertible, there is a unique RMPF(#,v) [B(z),A(z)] with 
A(O)=Ip and a unique RMPF(#-  1 ,v -  1) [Y(z),X(z)] with F(z)X(z)+ G(z)Y(z)=Ipz u+~-I -4- 
O+(z ~+~) iff S~,v is nonsingular with Su, v :=Su,~ with the last block row deleted 
Definition 7.5 (Regular pair, nonsingular node). We say that the unique pair of matrix polynomials 
[X(z),A(z)] of the previous theorem forms a regular pair. The node (~t, v) is called nonsingular when 
S~,,~ is nonsingular. 
The definitions also apply at z = c~ when the corresponding problem at z = 0 is considered. 
From (2), we see that the true FOMP of degree v := v, satisfies 
z -V(zH(z )  - (Z) = O_(z  
or [R+(z),Al,(z)] is a RMPF of type (v - 1, v) for (zH(z), - Ip)  at z = oo. Equivalently, [z~-lR+tz -1 c a ~, J ,  
z~A~(z-l)] is a RMPF(v-  1,v) for (z-Il l(z-I), - Ip)  at z :0 .  Note that the node (v -  1,v) is non- 
singular iff the corresponding block Hankel matrix Hv,~ is nonsingular. 
8. Computation of the other right monic FOMPs 
The FOMPs of block 0 should satisfy 
H(z)AJo(z)= O_(z-1)+ O+(z°), j : 1,2 .... ,~l. 
Hence, any monic matrix polynomial of degree j can be taken as A~(z), j = 1,2,..., 0q. All the 
FOMPs of block n > 0 should satisfy the interpolation conditions 
H(z)AJ,(z) : O_(z -v"-I ) + O+(z°), j : 1,2,..., ~,+1. 
Because Hv .... is nonsingular, this defines Al,(z) uniquely (see Section 5). To compute the other right 
monic FOMPs of block n, called inner FOMPs, we introduce the auxiliary matrix polynomial of 
block n, X,(z) having degree <Vn and satisfying 
Note that X~(z) is also uniquely defined. The residual series of X.(z) are defined as 
H(z)X,(z) =: Rx(z) + R+(z) with R+(z) = O+(z °) 
and 
Rx(z ) :=Ipz -~" + r~,_lz -~"-l + r~_zz -~"-2 +... .  
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Hence, 
z-v"+Z(zH(z) )X,(z) - z-~"+ZR+ (z) = O_(z -2vo+2) 
or [R+(z),X,(z)] is a RMPF(vn-2, Vn-1) for the pair (zH(z), - Ip) at z=ec .  Equivalently, 
[zV"-2R+(z-1),zv"-lX,(z-1)] is a RMPF(vn-2,  v , -  1) for the pair (z- lH(z- l) , - Ip) at z=0.  
The auxiliary matrix polynomial X,(z) allows us to compute a possible choice for the inner FOMPs 
as 
AJ+I(z) =zJA~(z) +Xn(z)D(J)(z), j = 1,2,... ,  0¢,+1 -- 1, 
where the coefficients d~ (j) of the matrix polynomial D(J)(z) of degree < j  satisfy 
"Ip rx__ 1 " "  r~,_j+ 1 -d(o j ) ]  r-~i_ j
lp ' ' '  r~,_j+ 2 d(J) [ r~,_j+, 
• . = - (4 )  
Ip d (j) I r~-_l 
_ j - IA 
Because D(J)(z) =zD(J-l)(z) + do ~j), j = 2, 3,. . . ,  ~,+1 - 1, we also have the recurrence 
AJn+l(z) ~- zA~(z ) + X,(z )d(o j). (5) 
If we  define the residual series for A~(z) as 
H(z)A.qz) =: R2j(z) + R+a,j(z) 
with R~4(z)=O_(z -v°-l) and R+j(z)=O+(z °) and matrix polynomial, it is clear that the same 
recurrence (5) also applies for the residual series, i.e., 
R~,,j+I(Z ) = zR~,j(z ) q- R; (z )d(o j), 
R+a,j+l(Z) + + (J) = zg° j (z)  + gx (z)d  . 
One could use these recurrences to compute those coefficients of the residual series which are needed 
during the rest of the computations. This would then be a Schur-type algorithm. On the other hand, 
only those coefficients could be computed needed in (4) to update the inner FOMPs. This would 
be a Levinson-type method• Note that the inner FOMPs are not uniquely defined. The nth block 
An(z) can be replaced by A,(z)Un for any (block) unit upper triangular (pc~,+l x p0¢,+l ) matrix U,. 
In a similar way an nth block of left FOMPs can be constructed. The previous construction for the 
nth block of right monic FOMPs proves the existence of the inverse LDU factorization (1). This 
section shows that once we know the auxiliary matrix polynomial X,(z) and the first FOMP A~(z) 
of block n, the inner FOMPs can be computed in an efficient way. These inner FOMPs can also be 
seen as part of underdetermined Pad6 forms as defined for the scalar case in [25, 23, 39]. In the 
next sections, we show how to compute X,(z) and A~(z) in an efficient way based on Xn-I(Z) and 
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9. Right homogeneous interpolation problem 
In this section, we show that Xn(z) and A~(z) form a compact representation for all solutions of 
+oc a right homogeneous interpolation problem. Consider the symbol H(z):= ~k=0 tk z-k-1 again and fix 
the value of v E ~. For each ~ C ~, we define the set S v as 
S~ := {q(z) E C[z] p×~ [deg q(z) <<, ~ and H(z)q(z) = O_(z -2v+~-~ ) + O+(z°)}. 
Note that for ct>>,2v, S~ consists of all vector polynomials q(z) with degq(z)~<~ because there are 
no interpolation conditions to be fulfilled. 
Take v--Vn. The auxiliary matrix polynomial X,(z) is completely characterized by the following 
conditions: 
• X~(z) has degree < v, 
• the columns of X.(z) belong to S~+1, 
• the hdc of the ( - ) residual series of X.(z) is Ipz -~. 
The first FOMP Aln(Z) is completely characterized by the following conditions: 
• Al.(z) is monic of degree v, 
• the columns of Aln(Z) belong to S~. 
Lemma 9.1. The block Hankel matrix Hv,~ is nonsingular iff all nontrivial solutions q(z) of S~ 
have a nonzero highest degree coefficient. 
Proof. The stacking vector q of a nontrivial solution q(z) of Sv ~ having degree < v should satisfy 
the set of linear homogeneous equations: H~,~q = 0. Hence, such a nontrivial q(z) exists iff Hv, v is 
singular. [] 
Theorem 9.2. I f  Hv, v & nonsingular, i.e., v=v,,  each q (z )cS  v can be written in a unique way as 
q(z)=[Xn(z) Aln(Z)] [qx(z)] 
Lq.(z)J (6) 
with 
{ qx(z),qa(z) E C[z] p×1, 
deg qx(Z) <<, min(~ - v - 1, v - 1 ), 
deg qa(Z) <~  - v. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on ~. It is clear that the only element of S~ for ~ < v is the zero 
vector polynomial. For ~--v, the columns of A~(z) are elements of S~. Because its highest degree 
coefficients are the columns of Iq, hence linearly independent, any element q(z) of S v can be written 
in a unique way as q(z)--Al(z)qa +q'(z) with degqa ~<0 (hence, qa is constant) and degq '<v.  
However, because q'C S v with highest degree coefficient equal to zero, and Hv,~ is nonsingular, we 
know from Lemma 9.1 that q '= 0. This proves the theorem for ~ = v. Suppose the theorem is true for 
ct <2v. Because H(z)X,(z)= O_(z-V-1)+Ipz-~+ O+(z°), we can write every element q(z) of S~v in 
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a unique way as q(z):7_,vA~(Z)qa, v +z~-lX,(z)qx, v_~ + q'(z) by making the highest degree coefficient 
of q and the coefficient of z -1 in H(z)q(z) zero. In other words, q'(z)E S~_ 1 or q'(z) can be writ- 
ten in a unique way as q'(z)=[X,,(z) A~(z)][qx(Z) qa(Z)] T with degqx<~V-2 and degqa~<V- 1.
Hence, we can write q(z) in a unique way as q(z) =Aln(Z)(q,~(z) -]-ZVqa, v) -]-Xn(Z)(qx(Z ) -]-zv-lqx, v_ 1 ). 
This proves the theorem for ct = 2v. 
For a ~> 2v, the elements q of S~ only have to satisfy the degree condition deg q ~< a. Hence, any 
element q(z) of S~ with a > 2v can be written in a unique way as q(z)= z~-~Al(z)qa,~_~ + q'(z) with 
q'(z)ES~_ 1. Applying the same reasoning as above this proves the theorem for ~>2v. [] 
For singular H~,,, there exists a similar representation for all solutions. Note that if we allow 
degqx(z) ~<~- v -  1, each q(z)E S~ can still be written as (6) but not necessarily in a unique way 
anymore. 
10. Efficient updating for X.(z) and Al(z) 
Consider H~,v and Hv,,v, nonsingular with v = vn and v '= vn,, and n <n'. In this section, we effi- 
ciently compute X,,(z) and Al,(z) based on X,(z) and Al(z). At level n', the columns of X,,(z) and 
A~,(z) have to satisfy 
s the columns of Xn,(z) belong to S~,'+I cS~,+I, 
• the columns of Al,(z) belong to S v" cSV,. 
Because X,(z) and Al,(z) allow to represent all solutions of S~, for each value of ~ E t~, Xn,(z) and 
Al,,(z) can be written as 
[D(z) F(z)J 
satisfying interpolation conditions with degree and normalization constraints, i.e., 
H(z )A~,(z ) : O_(z -~°'-a ) + O+ (z°), 
H(z)Yn,(Z) : O_ (z -v ,  ' -1  ) + Ipz-~. ' + O+(z°), 
degA.,(z) = Vn, and monic, 
degXn,(Z) <v.,. 
Writing these conditions in terms of the unknown matrix polynomials C(z), D(z), E(z) and F(z) 
leads to the following homogeneous interpolation problems: 
z~"(Rx (z)C(z) + R-~ (z)D(z) = O_(z -~"-1 ) + Ipz -~" + O+(z~" ), (8) 
z~"(Rf (z)E(z) + Ra (z)F(z)) = O_(z -~"-1 ) + O+(z ~" ), (9) 
with 
6.:=Vn,--V. and 6:=min{6.,Vn}, 
deg C(z) <~ 6 - 1, 
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degD(z) <~ fin - 1, 
degE(z) ~< b-  1, 
degF(z) = fin and F(z )  monic. 
Working this out using the coefficients of the unknown polynomial matrices C(z), D(z), E(z), F(z), 
we get the following set of linear equations: 
Sv--~v, 
Co eo 
c l  e l  
ca  _ 1 e6 - 1 
do fo 
d~ f l  
.da.-m fan-~ 
7 0 -r.-7_a.+a._ l' 
0 -r.7_a°+a_ 2 
0 -r~7_a. 
0 --ra,,_an_ 1 
0 --ra__2&+l 
_lp -q- , -2a° 
(10) 
with 
S~,  := 
0 0 . . .  r ,~o 
0 0 . . .  rx,-_ 1 
r~,o r~- l  "'" rx._~+ l 
rxT-- 1 rx,-__2 . . .  rx._ a 
rx,-& +l rx,-& . . .  rx,_&_o+ 2
rx,-a, rx,-6,-1 . . .  rx,_a_a+ 1 
0 0 . - -  ra._ 6.+6 
0 0 . . .  ra,-_~° +a_ 1 
• • • : 
0 ra__ 1 • ' "  ra,-&+ 1 
ra_-I r~_-2 " . .  ra,-- & 
• • * 
ra,--&+l ra.-a. . . .  ra,-_2a.+ 2 
ra,-a, ra , -a . - I  . . .  ra,_2a.+ 1
Hence, the coefficient matrix &__,~, has 3 + 3n block rows and columns and is block Sylvester. 
Theorem 10.1. He,~, is nonsingular ¢¢, S~__.~, is nonsingular. 
Proof. If Sv-~v, is singular, there exist stacking vectors e and f satisfying Swv,[e T fT]T = 0 with 
[e T fT ]X# O. Hence, the nonzero polynomial vector q(z )= [Xn(z) A~(z)][e(z) f (z)]  T has degree 
<v' and satisfies H(z)q(z )=O_(z -W- l )+ O+(z °) or H<eq=O.  Hence, H<v, is singular and 
vice versa• [] 
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For p----1, (7) is the updating formula used in the weakly stable algorithm for computing Pad6 
approximants by Cabay and Meleshko [8]. 
Note that considering the remark at the end of Section 9 we can also take Swv, with 6 := •n 
leading to the same solution Xn,(z) and Al,(z) because these are uniquely defined. In the sequel, we 
shall take this definition for Swv,. Hence, it is a 2fin block Sylvester matrix. Instead of solving the 
homogeneous interpolation problems (8) and (9), the homogeneous interpolation problems are now 
zV°(Rx (Z )c(z ) + R2 (z )D(z ) ) = O_(z -~-1) + Ipz -~°, 
zV"( R-~ (z )E(z ) + Ra (z )F(z) ) = O_(z -~.-1 )
with 
deg C(z) <~ fin -- 2, 
degD(z) ~< 6, - 1, 
degE(z) ~< 6, - 1, 
degF(z) = 6, and F(z) monic. 
In this case, the same recurrence relation (7) can be used to update the residual series: 
R:(z)] rc(z  e(z)] 
= ixou) 4(z)[  
.R~,(z) R~;(z)J [Rx(z) RT(z)J [D(z) F(z)]  
In the same way as in Section 8, we can distinguish between Schur-type and Levinson-type methods. 
In this section, we have given an updating method for the auxiliary matrix polynomial X,(z) and the 
true FOMP Aln(Z). When the difference between two successive block indices ~j+l := vj+l - vj stays 
small, the computation of all X/(z) and A)(z), i= 1,2, . . . ,n requires O(v~) FLOPS. In [44], a look- 
ahead algorithm is constructed based on the following updating formula for successive nonsingular 
nodes (~li_l, Vi_l ) and (].li, ~i)=(~li_l ~- ai, Vi_ 1 At-ai) 
Ai(z) Yi(z)J LA,_,(z) X,_l(z)j Z21p LA;(z) X/(z)' 
where [Bj(z),Aj(z)], j= i -  1,i is the unique RMPF of type (pj, vj) for the pair (F(z),G(z)) with 
A(O)=Ip, i.e., 
F(z)Aj(z) + G(z)Bfiz) = z u'+~+l Vj(z) 
and [Yj(z),Xj(z)] is the unique RMPF of type (#j - 1, vj - 1 ) for the pair (F(z), G(z)) with Wfi0) = Ip 
and 
F(z)Xj(z) + G(z)Yfiz) =z "+vj-1Wj(z). 
The prime entities B~(z), A;(z), U(z) and X/(z) are connected to the nonsingular node (oi - 1, a) 
for the pair (V,-_l(Z), W/_l(Z)). 
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Note that [E(z),F(z)] is the unique RMPF( fn -  1,6,) for the pair (z~"R2(z),z~"+lRx(Z)) at z = c¢. 
Also + 1 [Ra(z),A,(z)] is a RMPF of type (vn - 1,vn) for the pair (zH(z),Ip) at z=c¢.  The algorithm 
of Labahn and Cabay [44] transformed from z = 0 to z = oo gives the updating formula (7). 
11. The definite or strongly regular case 
I f  all leading principal block submatrices Ti, i, i = 1,2,. . .  are nonsingular, we can choose the block 
indices vi = i. This is called the strongly regular or definite case. There are no inner FOMPs and all 
the blocks of  FOMPs just contain the true FOMPs, i.e., A~,(z)=An(z). The set of  linear equations 
(10) to update the auxiliary and true matrix polynomial is 
[ ]I ][ Ip 0 Co eo = 0 -ra,_ 1 
rx__, r~__l do fo Ip -r~__ 2 
Hence, 
[C(z) E(z)] 
[Xn+I(Z) A.+I(z)]=[Xn(z) An(z)] [D(z) F(z)J 
with C(z )=0,  D(z)=- ( ra__ l )  -1,  E(z) = -Fa._ 1 and F(z)=Ipz + (ra__l)-lrx,_lra,_l - (ra__l)-lra__2 . 
with the initialization: [h0][x0,1 a0,1] = [Ip -ha] or [Xl(z) Al(z)] = [ho 1 l pz -  holhl]. Note that a 
necessary and sufficient condition to have the definite case is that each residual coefficient ra._ ~ is 
nonsingular. Considering the matrix Pad6 table for z - IH(z  -1) [3], it turns out that z"An(z -1) is the 
comonic denominator at entry (n -  1,n) of the Pad6 table and z"-lX,(z -a ) is the denominator at 
entry (n - 2, n - 1 ). 
12. Inverse of a block Hankel matrix 
The matrix polynomials Xn(Z ) and Aln(z) are also parameters of  an inversion formula for the block 
Hankel matrix H~ .... . 
Theorem 12.1 (Inversion formula [45]). Let Hv,~ be nonsingular. Consider the sets of linear equa- 
tions 
I ho hi " "  hv-1 hv 
hi h2 "" hv hv+l 
h _l hv ... h2v-2 h2~-1 
Xo ao 
Xl al 
Xv-1 av- i  
o i, 
-0 Oq 
00 I  
00 I  
d,, oj 
(11) 
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and 
l [: 'ol [ Uo Ul . ' '  Uv_l O ] hi h2 "'" hv hv+ 1 0 "'' 0 W 0 W 1 " ' "  Wv_  1 Ip j " " " 0 "'" 0 
h -1 hv • • • h2v-2 h2v-lj 
Then, the inverse o f  H~,v can be written as 
H.-l~_ 
[xo ]iwl ... w _l 1] 
Xl  X0  • . • • . • • 
i_ " ... Wv_ l 
x 1 . . .  xo  
(12) 
I a0al 0 ]Iul 'uv-l°] 
j " " ' .  U 1 
a -1 av-2  ' ' '  ao 
Note that with v = Vn, Xn(z ) =X(z):- -  ~,i~=o 1 xiz i and A~(z ) =A(z) := F_,i~=o aiz i. The other two matrix 
• v i polynomials U(z) := ]~,i~o l uiz' and W(z) := ~i=0 wiz can be updated in a similar way as the up- 
dating of X(z )  and A(z). Hence, if the difference between two successive block indices stays small, 
this gives a method to compute the inversion parameters X(z) ,  A(z), U(z) and W(z) of the inversion 
formula for the block Hankel matrix Hv, v using O(v 2) FLOPS. The inversion formula can be applied 
to a given right-hand side by fast polynomial multiplication methods using O(vlog v) FLOPS by 
FFT-techniques [19]. Hence, this leads to a fast method to solve block Hankel systems of equations. 
We could even derive a superfast algorithm by computing the inversion parameters X(z) ,  A(z), U(z) 
and W(z) by a divide and conquer strategy and FFT-techniques (for the scalar case, see, e.g., [23]). 
Note that this cannot be done for the methods involving inner FOMPs. Using the inversion formula 
could lead to a loss of accuracy in the computed result as is the case for Toeplitz matrices; see, 
e.g., [27, 47]. However, the inversion formula has the advantage that it is easy to perform iterative 
refinement. The stability of inversion formulas for scalar Toeplitz matrices is studied in [28]. Instead 
of using the inversion formula, one can apply the alternative updating method of the next section• 
It is similar to updating methods used in the Toeplitz case where it usually leads to more accurate 
results than the use of the inversion formula; see, e.g., [29, 15]. In [47], this is shown for the block 
Toeplitz case• 
13. Updating of the solution of a block Hankel system 
For each block index v, the corresponding block Hankel system of linear equations 
Hv =y 
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can be written as a nonhomogeneous (right) interpolation problem when v and y are interpreted as 
the stacking vectors of v(z) and y(z), respectively• 
Definition 13.1 (Nonhomogeneous interpolation problem). Let y(z) E C[z] p×I and H(z) E C[z ]  pxp  
be given• For each block index v of H, we call v(z)E C[z] p×I the solution of a nonhomogeneous 
interpolation problem with right-hand side y(z) iff 
H(z)v(z) = y(z) + O_(z -v-1 ) + O+(z °) 
and deg v(z) < v. 
Note that the solution always exists and is unique. 
We construct now the updating formulas to go from the solution v(z) for block index v to the 
solution v'(z) for block index v'. Let us try to find the polynomial vectors e(z),f(z)E C[z] p×I such 
that 
[ e(z) ] 
v'(z) = v(z) - [X(z) A(z)] [ f (z) J"  (13) 
Because the degree of v'(z) should be smaller than v', we limit the degrees of e(z) and f(z) ,  
i.e. deg e(z) < 6 and deg f (z)  < 6 with 6 = v'-v. The nonhomogeneous interpolation conditions hould 
be satisfied, i.e., 
y(z) :H(z)v'(z)  + O_(z -¢-1 ) + O+(z °) 
[ e(z) ] 
=H(z)v(z) - H(z)[X(z) A(z)] Lf(z)J + O_(z -¢-1) + O+(z°). 
Because H(z)v(z) = y(z)+O_(z -~-1 )÷O+(z °) and H(z)[X(z) A(z)] = [Rx(z)+R+(z) R-f (z)+R+(z)], 
we find the coefficients e; of e(z) and f of f (z)  from the following system of linear equations with 
the coefficient matrix Swv, as in (10): 
S~__.~, 
eo 
el  
6-1 
fl 
0 
0 
0 
= + 
Fv,--v--1 - -  Yv 
+ 
rv , -v -2  - -  Yv+l 
rv+ v,_ l  - -  y~, 
(14) 
, -  E + Z--2 with H(z)v(z)=R~(z)+O+(z°)=rv7 i z-1 + ~,-2 + . . .+O+(z °) and y(z)=yO+YlZ 1 +. . . .  
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14. A look-ahead Trench algorithm 
The recurrence relation (7) only needs the previous auxiliary matrix polynomial X,_,(z) and the 
first FOMP AA_,(z) to compute the next ones. If we also want to compute the inner FOMPs we can 
use (5). In this section, we generalize the recurrence relations used by Freund and Zha [ 161 where 
also the inner polynomials are needed in the recurrence relations. 
Suppose that all blocks of FOMPs K(z), i = 0,l , . . . , n - 1 and all auxiliary matrix polynomials 
z(z), i=1,2 ,..., n - 1 have been computed. To compute A:(z) and Xj(z), we only need the FOMPs 
of block n - 1 and X,_,(z). Indeed, we can determine qa, qi E @panxp, qx E @PxP such that 
where 
‘0 00 
1 . . . . . . . . . 
% 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 00 I I I 
--H-l 0 Ip r,’ R,-l rx ra 
qa 4: 
[I 4x 0 = !P 0 
0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 0 
0 0 
. . . . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 0 Ip 
(15) 
(16) 
with R,_l nonsingular and 2 the downshift operator. Only the last a,+ 1 block equations of ( 16) are 
needed. By using the left FOMPs Bi, this can be split up as 
0 0 0 
( B,-2(z)[A,-l(Z) (x,-,(z) I z&(z>l [;:I,=; ; ;-[yl_% 4 
P 
OIpr,’ p o_ 
or qX = -r,’ = - (B,*II;‘(z), z&_,(z)). Taking the formal inner product with B,__,(z), we get 
LI,I Ol 
-0 
= 
0 
0 
0 
0 * 
Ip _ 
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Hence, ql is the last block column of Dn 1, = <Bn_l(Z),A-n_l(Z)> -1 and q~ =-D~2,d~=--<Bn_l(Z),  
A,_l(z)- -1)(Bn_l(Z),zA,_l(z)).- ~" Once Xn(z) and Aln(z) are computed, we can use (5) to compute the 
inner FOMPs. This can also be transformed using formal inner products• Hence, this is a Levinson- 
type method• 
15. A look-ahead Sehur-type algorithm 
In this section, we give the recurrence formulas which allow to design a generalization of the 
look-ahead Schur-type algorithm of Bojanczyk and Heinig [1]. Note that instead of using (5) to 
compute inner FOMPs, we can use the more general form 
J 
AJ+l ( )--z- An(z ) j +Xn(z)d~ j) + EAin(z)yi 
i=1 
with Yi E C pxp arbitrary. In [1], this freedom is used (for p= 1) to compute the inner FOMPs such 
that 
With this additional condition on the highest degree coefficient, the (inner) FOMPs are uniquely 
defined. Suppose that we have already computed A;n, i = 1,2 .... , j  - 1, then A~ can be computed as 
= qx , 
where q~,,qx E C pxp satisfy 
- -1  
An 
0 0 
• ° 
0 0 
0 0 
a 
0 
0 
qx -~- 
000 
I0 0 0 
0 0 0 
I " * * 
0 0 0 
IO Ip ra 
qx 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The condition on the highest degree coefficient leads to qa = -a  with a the coefficient in AJ-l(z) cor- 
responding to z v"-l, while the condition on the residual series gives qx =- ra  := (Ipz v"+j-2, zAJ-I(z)). 
To compute Xn(z) and Al(z), we can use the recurrence relation (15). The same recurrence relations 
can also be used to compute the residual series. This leads to a Schur-type algorithm. 
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16. Solving the block Sylvester system 
In this section, we show that solving the block Sylvester system (10) in a specific way, leads to 
the introduction of the inner FOMPs in the recurrence relation. We start with 
H(z)X,(z) = R+(z) + Rx (z), 
H(z)A~(z) = R+~ (z) + R2(z). 
Let us partition the block Sylvester matrix Sv--,¢ in 4 blocks each having dimension pr, × pS, 
-H~(rx ) H~(r;-)- 
H2(rx) ~(C)  
Sv~v, =: 
To compute X,,(z), we have to solve 
(17) 
with E~, a zero block vector except for the last component which is Ip. Using the transformation f
variables 
[C] =: [/~o -H ' ( rx) - lH ' ( ra) ] [  J 
solving (17) transforms into 
I l l1  
H2(rZ ) O' Ea. 
with S the Schur complement of HI(rZ) with respect o Swv,. Hence, it turns out that C=0 and 
D' =S-1Er,. The updating formula to derive X,,(z) transforms into 
0' 
.. A,(z),A,(z),.. O' =Xn,(Z), 
where the inner FOMPs A~(z) are the same as given by (5). Hence, S is nothing else but R, of (16). 
We get that D '= q'a" A similar procedure can be followed to compute A~,(z). So, we have shown 
that when solving the block Sylvester system in a specific way the inner FOMPs show up leading 
to linear systems of dimension pr, instead of 2prn. 
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17. Conclusion 
We have indicated the central role of the polynomial matrices Xn(z) and Aln(Z) when computing 
right FOMPs, when representing all solutions of a certain homogeneous interpolation problem, as 
part of the parameters of an inversion formula of a block Hankel matrix or an updating formula for 
solving block Hankel systems. 
We have given connections between the recurrences used in three look-ahead methods which 
appeared in the literature. It is clear that several combinations of these recurrence r lations can be 
taken together with several ook-ahead strategies to design (hopefully) weakly stable algorithms to 
solve block Hankel systems. 
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